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Community college 
reaches more students 
and increases achievement 
through online learning.



» Ocean County College Overview
Ocean County College (OCC), an innovative, two-year public 
community college in New Jersey, provides a comprehensive 
education to post-secondary students of all ages. Utilizing 
the latest technology and teaching methods, OCC strives to 
prepare its students for success whether they aspire to transfer 
to a four-year college program or pursue a career. To serve 
the needs of its working-student population, grow beyond the 
limitations of its physical campus, and attract students outside 
of the county, OCC is investing in online learning programs. 

» Challenge
OCC is an open-enrollment institution, and 66 percent of 
its incoming students require remediation before they can 
progress to credit-bearing courses. OCC had been using 
ACCUPLACER® to place incoming students, a test that worked 
well when students could come to campus at a scheduled time 
to take the exam. Students who could not take a scheduled 
in-person exam, either because of the distance to campus or 
scheduling conflicts, had to arrange to take the ACCUPLACER 
exam with a remote proctor, which was a barrier to 
enrollment. To overcome this barrier and encourage more 
students to enroll in its online programs, OCC sought an online 
placement test that would work with its internal systems and 
remedial course structure. 

» Solution
In the fall of 2013, OCC began a two-year pilot of 
MyFoundationsLab, an online, adaptive remedial math  
and English program, by Pearson. Pearson customized the 
MyFoundationsLab pathbuilder diagnostic test to meet OCC’s 
needs, dividing it into four pre-tests aligned to the college’s  
two remedial math and two remedial English courses. After 
taking the pre-tests, students received customized learning 
pathways based on their results, which indicated specific 
learning modules in the MyFoundationsLab program that  
they needed to complete.  
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» Solution (continued)
The new online test and curriculum posed some challenges for 
faculty and students. Because each student had a customized 
learning pathway with a varying number of modules, 
professors had to find new ways to monitor progress and 
ensure that students would complete the work by the end 
of the ten- or fifteen-week semester. Students also needed 
to learn to pace themselves so that they would  not leave 
all the work for the end of the semester. After identifying 
the scheduling challenges during the first term of the pilot, 
Jeff Harmon, executive director of e-learning, and his team 
of instructional designers, developed a tracking template. 
“Students would pop into the template what learning modules 
were required of them, identify a timeline to complete them 
through the rest of the semester, and have the instructor 
approve it. Instructors could cross reference the timeline with 
what module students were completing via their dashboard 
reports in the actual tool,” explained Harmon. Once the 
template system was implemented, the pilot progressed 
smoothly.

» Results
More than halfway through the two-year pilot program, OCC 
is pleased with the results. During the first fifteen months 
that MyFoundationsLab was used, 269 unique individuals 
took the online exam, more than twice the number of unique 
individuals (113) who took the ACCUPLACER exam with 
a remote proctor in the twenty-three-month period prior 
to the implementation of the online test. Since the pilot 
was implemented, the percent of distance-learning credits 
increased by 3.9 percent to 18.8 percent of total credits, and 
the percent of distance-learning credits earned by out-of-
county students increased by 5.0 percent to 17.7 percent of 
distance-learning credits.

Student course scores and course completion rates have also 
increased. Students’ average course scores rose from 68 to 
85 percent in remedial English and from 64 to 85 percent 
in remedial math from spring 2013 when the courses were 
taught using traditional methods to spring 2014 when the pilot 
courses incorporated MyFoundationsLab (see Figures 1 & 2). 
Course completion rates increased from 67 percent to almost 
85 percent over the same period (see Figure 3).
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FIGURE 1: 
Students’ Average English Course Scores

FIGURE 2: 
Students’ Average Math Course Scores

“Learning achievement is significantly 
enhanced with MyFoundationsLab.”

 –  Jeff  Harmon  
Executive Director of  E-Learning
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For more information about how MyFoundationsLab  
can help you meet your online learning goals, visit

pearsonhighered.com/myfoundationslab
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FIGURE 3: 
Remedial Course Completion Rate

» Results (continued)
Targeted remediation and increased engagement may account 
for some of the achievement increases. The customized learning 
pathways included in MyFoundationsLab allow students to bypass 
material that they have already mastered and focus on what they 
need to learn. Erica Carboy, lecturer and program chair, English, 
has taught remedial English in both the traditional and online 
formats. She explained, “The online course allows students to 
work at their own pace and to complete the work as they are 
able to. It is designed in such a way that it targets their problem 
areas, so that even though a class may be learning the same 
material, their individual assignments are focused in different 
areas. Therefore, a student who may do really well in one area 
does not have to waste time working on that area because that  
is not where he or she is struggling.”  

Students also saved money by enrolling in the online pilot 
program as opposed to traditional face-to-face courses.  
Factoring in the cost of textbooks and other course-related  
fees for four remedial classes, OCC calculates that 
MyFoundationsLab saves students $502.

OCC is monitoring longitudinal results throughout the two-
year pilot program to see how the initial promising results are 
sustained. Harmon explained, “We followed students through 
their remediation and we plan to follow them through their 
first college-level math and college-level English course and 
then generate, analyze, interpret, and utilize the data for future 
planning.” OCC’s success thus far earned it the Innovation of the 
Year Award for Advancing Online Student Remediation from the 
League for Innovation in the Community College. 

http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/myfoundationslab/

